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Pollutionwatch: air better in Extinction Rebellion areas

Gary Fuller

London roads were blocked by climate activists, reducing flow of traffic

Wed 24 Apr 2019 19.22 EDT

W hile Extinction Rebellion blocked roads in London, the capital was awash with
particle pollution, causing the mayor to issue alerts on bus stops.

But this poor air had nothing to do with the protests, quite the opposite. Analysis
by King’s College London found air pollution improved close to the protest

locations. This was especially clear on Oxford Street, without the constant flow of buses and taxis,
but was also seen at Aldwych, close to Waterloo Bridge.

There was no sign of deteriorations on the surrounding roads, which might be partially explained
by lighter traffic because of the Easter holidays.

The pollution alerts were part of the all-too-familiar rhythm of spring, when exhaust from traffic,
emissions from industry chimneys and ammonia from fertilised fields combines to form particle
pollution that drifts over western Europe.
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Unusually, this covered all of the UK and prompted the Irish Environmental Protection Agency to
issue warnings for the east of the country.

Easter Monday brought a surprising additional pulse of particle pollution across Kent and Essex
into London. Chemical analysis showed this was mainly due to wood burning.

By following wind patterns backwards it was traced to the traditional Easter bonfires across
Belgium and the southern half of Germany.

Toxic America: Is modern life poisoning us?
Weedkiller in your breakfast cereal. Contaminated drinking water. Carcinogenic chemicals in your
furniture.

Americans are routinely exposed to dangerous chemicals that have long been banned in countries
such as the UK, Germany and France. Of the 40,000 chemicals used in consumer products in the
US, according to the EPA, only one percent have been tested for human safety.

With support from our readers, The Guardian aims to raise $150,000 for a six-month project on
how these levels of toxicity are impacting our lives. We will explore the worrying health
implications of living in an environment that can expose us to chemical contamination on a daily
basis.

Your support will enable us to examine the power of the $640bn chemical industry – which has a
lobby that’s currently better funded than the NRA – and raise public awareness about its
influence. This series will help us all to make sense of the complex science and conflicting
messages about what’s safe, what’s harmful and what remains unknown.

Reader support protects The Guardian’s independence and ensures our journalism remains open
to all. Our editorial independence allows us to fight for transparency and accountability – and
deliver the facts with clarity.

Please help us reach our goal by contributing today.
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